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Dean Robert E. Sullivan
Reappointed to a second four year tern as a Commissioner from Montana
to the Rational Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.
Reappointed for a seventh one year term as a member, for Montana, of the
Legal Committee of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission.
Continued as a member of the Committee on the Law of Outer Space of the
American Bar Association and of the Committee on World Peace Through
Law of the Montana Bar Association.
Served as Chairman of the Committee on Continuing Legal Education of the
Montana Bar Association.
Argued as a proponent, before the Montana Supreme Court, for the integration
of the Montana Bar.
Contributor, Montana Legislative Summary, Montana Law Review, Spring 1961 .
1961 Recipient of Carroll College Borromeo Award, as a distinguished
Catholic layman.

Continued as Chairman of the Montana Advisory Committee to the President's
Commission on Civil Rights.
Several co-operative efforts culminated during the year. The Water Resources
Conference was conducted as a workshop devoted to the formulation of a ground
water code for Montana. The 1961 legislative assembly enacted, substantially,
the draft which was the product of these workshop sessions. The law faculty were
called en masse to Helena to testify before the Business and Industry Committee
of the House of Representatives in support of the Uniform Commercial Code. The
cost of printing the bill for consideration by the legislature caused its death
in committee even though no objections to the provisions nor the purposes of the
bill were raised. Considerable time had been expended in the preparation of the
bill for the legislature and although this initial effort was unsuccessful, it is
planned to recommend the legislation again in the 1963 session.
Professors Mason and Kimball completed a research study for the Montana Legislative
Council and were commended in the General Report of the Council as follows:
"The Council is especially grateful to David R. Mason and Edward L. Kimball,
Professor and Assistant Professor of Law, Montana State University for pre
paring the excellent treatise, Montaiia Justices' Courts— According to the
Law. This comprehensive definition of the status, powers and duties of
Montana justices of the Peace proved invaluable to the Council. In future
years, when statutes affecting Justice courts are revised, the treatise will
provide the means for an understanding of the legal status quo."
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Professor Mason served as Vice-Chairman of a ten-member commission that
drafted revisions in the rules of civil procedure for Montana. The recom
mendations of this commission were accepted without change by the legislature
and will become effective January 1, 1962. Dean Sullivan participated in
studies and institutes on continuing legal education of lawyers and in efforts
to secure the integration of the Bar.
In December the position of law librarian was filled with the appointment of
Rodney Houghton of San Francisco, California. Mr. Houghton has a Bachelor of
Arts degree and the degree of Master of Arts in Library Science, both from the
University of Denver, and a Bachelor of Laws degree from the University of San
Francisco. Prior to Joining the Montana State University faculty, he was
assistant law librarian of the California Supreme Court. The primary task
facing the new librarian upon his arrival was the transfer of the library col
lection to the new law building. This assignment was accomplished with dispatch.
Not only was the move completed in four days, but the collection was rearranged
to conform to the structural arrangement of stacks in the new building and the
entire collection was consolidated from the three floors and the odd nooks and
crannies into which it had been crowded during the forty odd years of occupancy
of our old building.
Four other personnel changes are in prospect as we close the 1960-61 school
years Professors Kimball and Stone have been granted a one-year leave of
absence, the former to accept a fellowship at the University of Wisconsin Law
School to participate in a study on the History of Criminal Law, and the latter
to teach as a visiting professor at the University of New Mexico Law School.
Excellent replacements have been secured for the year. Due to budgetary
limitations, Professor John Francis Cotter has not been reappointed for the
coming year. Some modification in the Legal Writing program will be made to
compensate for this loss. During his tenure on the law faculty, Professor
Cotter made an outstanding contribution. His individual attention to detail
and insistence upon carefully considered briefs and oral aaguments have
established high standards of excellence in the moot court phase of our legal
writing program.
Budgeting limitations have also been responsible for our loss of the services
of Miss Gwen Folsom, Research Associate. The impact of this deletion, though
currently apparent, will not be realized fully until requests for research
assistance must be denied. Miss Folsom made great contributions to the Law
School and to the legal profession in her behind the scenes research for the
Revised Rules of Civil Procedure, the Uniform Commercial Code, the History of
the Montana State University School of Law, and other projects, large and small,
too numerous to mention. A void has been created with her departure and the
active participation of the Law School in the continuing evolution and reform
of Montana law and legal institutions will be curtailed.
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STUDENT BCDY:
Far each of the last three years the enrollment has increased by
a few students. Nov that the new Lav building is a reality, we are hopeful
that the increase in enrollment will proceed at an accelerated rate. I am
enclosing a table which shows an evaluation of our Law School enrollment
since 1952. It is apparent that the enqahasis upon selective admissions which
was instituted in 1957 caused a reduction in first-year enrollment. However,
since that date the first-year enrollment has held almost constant, but the
number of applicants who have been accepted and who have already received
their undergraduate degree has risen considerably. In this one respect we
find that very few people are accepted far the Law School who have not al
ready qualified for the undergraduate degree. Many Law Schools in our area
have not raised their standards to this point and, consequently, we may lose
a student or two who wishes to enter Law School after having conpleted three
years of college. The trend is towards the establishment of greater under
graduate training and before too long the requirement of four years of pre
paratory work should be standard throughout the United States. Meanwhile
we find that our student body is very mature, very conscientious, and the
attrition rate is very, very low.
1952-53
Beginning Students
Second Year
"
Third "
"
Total

i22=%
34 *

28
£7
99

Beginning Students
Second Year "
Third
"
Total

32*
30
2<?
91

* 9 with an undergraduate degree

* 11 with an undergraduate degree

Beginning Students
Second Year
"
Third ”
"

Beginning students
Second Year "
Third *
9

Total

4l *
25
28
9^

* 27 with an undergraduate degree

Total

39*
27

rjr

83

* 25 with an undergraduate degree
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Beginning Students
Second Year "
Third "
Total

31 *
21
29
01

* 20 with an undergraduate degree

Beginning Students
Second Year ”
Third "
"
T otal

14 *

18
24

56 **

* 11 with an undergraduate degree
** Coincided with decline of law school
enrollments nationally and with insti
tution of selective admission policy.
See Dean's report far 1958 for more
detailed analysis.

Beginning Students
Second Year "
Third "
"
Total

26*
20
£

65

* 23 with an undergraduate degree

Beginning Students
Second Year "
Third "
"
Total

24 *

26
16
66

* 18 with an undergraduate degree

1960-61
Beginning Students
Second Year
"
Hhird "
"
Total

25 *
23
22
70

* 24 with an undergraduate degree
A survey conducted by the American Bar Association's section of Legal
Education during the fall of i960 indicates that Law School enrollments are
not rising as quickly as the need for trained people in the legal profession.
This survey was originally conducted to study the matter of duplication of
applications and also to report on the number of degrees conferred. The
number of applicants to all law schools approved by the Association of American
Law Schools in the fall of i960 for the first year of law study was 32,274.
Of these applicants only 21,835 were accepted for beginning law study and
the number of applicants who were actually registered was 13,822. In all law
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schools of the United States approved by the American Bar Association, there
were awarded 8,480 LL.B. degrees, 502 Juris Doctor degrees, 451 Graduate LL.M.
degrees, 19 S.J.D. Graduate degrees and 83 other Graduate degrees. It is
apparent that the number of lawyers who are being added to the profession is
inadequate to fill current and projected needs. There is a great need of
public relations on the part of the legal profession to attract more and
better qualified individuals to the study of lav. This, in turn, would be
reflected by increased enrollments in all lav schools as well as in our own.
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RELATIONS WITH THE PRCFESSICH:
A number of Continuing Legal Education projects were conducted
during the year which will be reported under a separate heading. The
Group Life Insurance Plan, which was discussed in some detail in the re
port of a year ago, was attempted during the fall of i960. Because it
was impossible, after personal solicitation and follow-ups by mail, to
secure the minimum number specified by the underwriting company, the plan
was abandoned, at least ten$>orarily.
The acquisition of a Law Librarian with considerable practical
experience in Law Library administration and working with the profession
promises to be advantageous so far as professional library services to
the practicing lawyers in the state are concerned. It is our hope after
the transfer to the new Law building has been accomplished and we are
settled to institute some planned services for the lawyers in the state.
This will require additional funds which must be forthcoming from the
lawyers who participate - at least until such time as this activity is
looked upon as a permissable one for the Law School.
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION:

During the year the Law School participated In a number of Con
tinuing Legal Education ventures. Dean Sullivan is chairman of the Con
tinuing Legal Education Committee of the Montana Bar Association and in
this capacity was able to do more than the Lav School has done in pre
vious years.
The annual Tax School was held in December with a fine attendance.
A conference for the County Attorneys was conducted the same week end as
the Tax School and resulted in a registration of approximately one-third
of the representatives of 56 counties in the state. The proceedings were
reproduced and distributed among all 56 counties in the state. It is
hoped that this will provide the impetus for additional instructional
programs on the law enforcement level to be held every other year.
In early April a conference on securities regulations, problems,
and general paactice of law was held in Great Palls. It was conducted
by James Newton, Regional Administrator of the Securities & Exchange
Commission of Seattle, Washington. A large number of lawyers and some
stock investment people attended. The following month Mr. Newton came
on the cangms and conducted a similar conference for the juniors and
seniors in the Law School. It is hoped that this activity can be repeated
in the Law School at least every other year to acquaint our graduates with
some of the practical problems that will be of concern to them and some
of which are unknown even to some of the more sophisticated practitioners
in the state.
Plans for additional conferences were shelved temporarily because
of the early date of the state bar meeting and the fact that during the
fall a three-day conference on the Revised Rules of Civil Procedure will
be held on the canpus in conjunction with the dedication of the new Law
building.

THE LAW BUILDING

As this report is prepared, the Law School is in transition. The original
library building of the University, partially or totally occupied by the Law
School for almost fifty years is being renovated for the use of the Psychology
Department. To house toe Law School, a new structure at the corner of Eddy and
Maurice Avenues, on the northern edge of the campus, is nearing completion.
Target for transfer of our physical facilities, excepting the law library which
is already there and new furniture which has been delivered to storage elsewhere
on the campus, is July 19.
Estimates of needs in a new building had been prepared for Dr. Carl McFarland,
then President of the University, in the Spring of 1956. Building schedules for
near emergency needs elsewhere on the campus and the unconstitutionality of
building bond issue legislation relegated the plans to a relatively low priority.
Some impetus for more functional and commodious facilities was provided in 1957
and again in 1959 when accrediting reports stressed the "antiquated and un
professional" building which we are now vacating.
The need of new physical facilities was stressed in a report to President
Newburn in September 1959# at the outset of his first academic year at the Univer
sity. When it was determined in late October that the law building was to be one
of three new structures to be financed by a bond issue against student building
fees, the impetus for immediate action was provided. William Fox of Missoula was
appointed architect in November of 1959 and to him were submitted the recommenda
tions of the law faculty, compiled over the years after intensive study. These
included types and size of facilities, and in some cases recommended locations,
e.g. faculty offices located adjacent to the law library.
Preliminary sketches were presented to the law faculty in December and
to toe Board of Regents in January i960. Final plans were approved by toe Board
in March, bids were let in May and construction began in July. In July 1961,
a year after ground was broken initially, the final inspection was conducted and
the building accepted.
The building consists of 30,658 square feet and is designed to accomodate all
phases of growth that toe Law School will experience for many years. It was
erected at a total cost of $486,581 or an average of $14.63 per square foot.
Several structural economies were effected, e.g., toe use of prestressed concrete,
prefinished walnut and birch paneling, unpolished plate glass, glazed brick, etc.
that contribute to the charm of the finished building and obviate maintenance.
Net usable space in the building amounts to 12$. There are two classrooms and a
combination court room-classroom, two seminar rooms, one of which can be used
as a Jury deliberation roan and the other as a Judge's chamber, ten faculty offices,
law library, administrative space for the Dean and the law librarian, a student
lounge, a student office, a student conference room, accomodations for the law
review and quasi-individual student studies. This latter feature is in recognition
that most students study at the Law School and that work habits formulated in law
school continue into professional life. Students, in groups of three or four,
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are provided offices that are individually heated, lighted, ventilated and sound
proofed. Study tables and accomodations for typewriters and books are incorporated
in each office. Accomodations for 78 students are available in this section of
the student facilities and easy access to the main lav library collection is
provided.
The new building will be dedicated September 6, I96I, to coincide with
the celebration of the 50th Anniversary year of the Law School. Justice Tom
Clark of the United States Supreme Court will give the dedicatory address; John
Satterfield, President of the A; erican Bar Association, will deliver the banquet
address that evening and there will be a conference on the revised rules of
civil procedure (sometimes referred to as the federal rules) on the three days
immediately following the dedication. Additional anniversary observances are
planned throughout the year.
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THE LAW LIBRARY
During the year, 1,057 volumes were added to the law library collection,
bringing the total book count to 3^,225 volumes as of June 1, 1961. Gifts of
1^5 volumes and 15 duplicates were also received during the year from a number
of diverse sources. The budget for capital acquisitions was augmented during
the year with a portion of the income free the William Wirt Dixon Endowment
and a supplementary allowance from the University. These funds were used to
acquire revised, and In some cases recodified, editions of annotated state
statutes to replace superseded portions of our collection.
As this is written, the movement of the library collection to the new
library has been completed. An additional five thousand volumes, many of
them duplicates of items in our present collection, are in the basement of
the University library. These will be moved to the new law building as soon
as the steel stake In the basement stack are are assembled. The task of
analyzing t ese materials and incorporating the non-duplicates into our
collection will be a task for the coming year. Corrections and modifications
of the card catalog in keeping wit), the rearrangement of library materials in
the new building has comaenced. This is also a task that will require con
siderable time in the year ahead.
We are anxious to expand our services to the lawyers of the state but this
must await the resolution of problems that have been created by the move and
also the availability of additional staff, and perforce additional funds.

THE LAW HOUSE

Since the opening of the Law House in the fall of 1955, it has been
apparent that the operation would never be a money-making proposition. Inasmuch
as the funds for the purchase of the Law House were obtained from residence hall
sources, it was evident that stxne node of re-payment would have to be established.
This was in keeping with the philosophy of the University Administration that,
if the funds were not repaid the entire student body of Montana State University
would, in effect, be subsidizing the Law School. Income from operations since
the Law House was opened has been sufficient to pay actual cost of operation.
However, the income has not been sufficient to pay all of the interest in any
year since 1955 and no monies have been available with which to partially
amortize the initial purchase price.
The Law House has been operating at close to capacity so far as the
number of single law students attending Montana State University are concerned.
During 1960-61, when JO law students were enrolled, there were 50 who were
married, residents of Missoula or woman students. This resulted in 20 people
being eligible to live inthe Law House. Since the inception of our operation
at I325 Gerald Avenue in the Law House, it has been the policy of the Law Faculty
that no pressure, direct or indirect, would be exerted upon single law students.
They would be encouraged to live in the Law House, but if they decided that for
personal reasons they wished to live elsewhere this was accepted at face value
and no questions were asked.
At the beginning of 1960-61 there were fifteen students residing in the
Law House. After considerable discussions with the administration it was decided
to present the dilemma to the Board of Visitors at their fall meeting during i960.
This was done and it was decided by the Board of Visitors, regretfully, that it
would be impossible to undertake two large projects within one year— namely, the
solicitation of funds with which to furnish the new Law Building and also the
solicitation of funds with which to amortize the purchase price of the Law House.
It was decided that the furnishings fcr the new Law Building should be given
priority and as a consequence the Law House must be closed at the end of the
1960-61 school year unless other means were found with which to pay the purchase
or at least to formulate plans for the amortization of the purchase price over
a long period of time.
During the school year, one or two students requested permission to move
from the Law House because of plans to be married and because of financial crisis.
In view of this fact, and because such vacancies would lower the income for the
Law House below the cost of operation it was decided to close the Law House at
the end of the Fall quarter , just before the Christmas holiday in i960. This
was done and the Law House was returned to University supervision and control
the middle of December.
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THE LAW HOUSE— Continued
After considerable discussion on the future of the Law House, for University
purposes, it was the decision of the University Administration,concurred in by
the local Executive Board ami the State Board of Regents that the Law House should
be sold to a University related group. This was done in the early months of
1961 and the premises have since been occupied by the Newman Club of Montana
State University. This is a club of Catholic students attending Montana State
University and is a national organisation of which the chapter at Montana State
University is a most active part.
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PLACEMENT
Efforts were made during the spring of 1961 to secure Job opnortunities
for all of our graduating seniors. In keeping with the custom of previous years,
a brochure of the senior class was prepared and mailed to all alumni, all practicing
members of the profession in Montana, and selected other employment sources. As
of this date all of the members of the senior class have been placed. This has
been a most satisfying experience this year because more than twenty people passed
the Montana Bar examinations in October, i960 and a few of the placement opportuni
ties that had been communicated to the Dean before that date were filled by these
successful candidates.
This made the Job of placement a little more difficult
but not impossible.
In keeping with the patternof previous years, the majority of our law
graduates continue to find employment opportunities within Montana.
who
hav» left the State for employment opportunities normally find their way back
to the general practice of Law in Montana after a year or two in positions as
clerks to Federal Judges or as employees of various Federal instrumentalities •
It is a source of great satisfaction to the Law Faculty that the lawyers of
Montana continue to look to the Lav School for replacments
for newly created
positions in their law firms. The Bar of Montana consists of a majority of the
graduates of Montana State University Law School and in those cases where firms
have been constituted of non-alumni there is a very evident trend to solicit
graduates of our Law School for employment with such firms.
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BOARD OF VISITORS

As noted elsewhere in this report, I96O-6I has been a most active
year for the Law School Board of Visitors. On the occasion of the State Bar
Association meeting in Missoula the middle of June, 1961* the retiring members
of the Board of Visitors were honored at a luncheon at which Board Chairman,
W. D. Murray, University President, H. K. Hewburn, and Law School Dean, Robert
E. Sullivan spoke and commended the Board and particularly the retiring members
of the Board, for their interest, their perseverance and the success of their
efforts.
Commencing with the fall meeting of the Board of Visitors in l<?6l,
there will be three holdover members and six newly appointed members. The
newly appointed members were selected by the Law Faculty after consultation
with the Dean and their appointment recommended to President Hewburn, who
concurred in the nominees. ihe three holdover meMbers are as follows:
Judge W. D. Murray, judge Sid G. Stewart and Gene Mahoney. The newly appointed
members are as follows: William Scribner, Helena, John Dietrich, Billings,
Robert Poore, Butte, Emmett Angland, Great Falls, Fred Weber, Havre, and James
Lucas, Miles City.
The first meeting of the Board will be held sometime in November or
December of 1961 at which time the Board will be reconstituted for the craning
year and plans for the development of the Law School and particularly the Law
School Development Fund will be discussed.
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THE LAW SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT FUND

Law
the
new
The

As noted In the report of a year ago, The Board of Visitors of the
School undertook the responsibility of raising funds with which to equip
new Law building. This became necessary when tiie estimated cost of the
building exceeded by almost $50,000 the monies that would be available.
drive, as of this date, has been an outstanding success.

A number of mailings were made including a personal letter from Judge
Murray, Chairman of the Board of Visitors, outlining the needs and announcing
the framework of the campaign. A general committee to formally endorse the
campaign was established composed of the following individuals: The Honorable
Charles N. Pray, Great Falls, the Honorable J. T. Harrison, Helena, the Honorable
W. W. Lessley, Bozeman, J. L. Angstman, Havre, Cale Crowley, Billings, J. C.
Garlington, Missoula, Paul E. Hoffman, Glasgow, and J. D. Stephenson, Great Falls.
Area solicitors for Montana and for the more populous centers out of Montana
were also established consisting of the following persons: Emmett Angland, Great
Falls, Thomas M. Ask, Roundup, William Bellingham, Billings, Ben Berg, Bozeman,
J. Chan Ettien, Havre, Seldon Friabee, Cut Bank, Victor Koch, Sidney, Leonard
H. Langen, Glasgow, Sherman Lohn, Missoula, James Lucas, Miles City, Gene Mahoney,
Tbompeoa Falls, Robert Poore, Butte, William Scribner, Helena, Hon. Sid G. Stewart,
Anaconda, George G. Bovingdon, Seattle-Tacoma, James Browning, Washington, D. C.,
Francis J. Butler, Spokane, James Castles, Portland, Robert C. Hendon, New York
City, Frank Jestrab, North Dakota, Steiner Larsen, Los Angeles, Scott Pfohl,
Denver and LenArd Zipperian, San Francisco.
The campaign was scheduled to last for one week only but due to circumstances
of the election and the close of the tax year, it actually spread out over a
period of months. A number of memorials in the new building were established
in honor of distinguised lawyers, both living and dead. It has been suggested
by a number of contributors to the fund that this be made a permanent activity
of the Board of Visitors, operating within the framework of the Endowment
Foundation of Montana State University. This will be discussed at the fall meeting
of the Board of Visitors and if it is decided to make a solicitation each year,
the first such attempt will occur during 1962.
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CONCLUSION:
1960-61 has "been a year of great development in the history of the
Law School. The new Law Building, the recognition of the Law School as an
advanced professional school, the adoption of a realistic salary scale for
the ccxaing year (1961 -62^ all indicate that the Law School is well advanced
and has marshaled its forces for even greater service to the profession and
to the State. As we complete the first fifty years, we look with pride on
what has been accomplished. As we look forward to the future, we dedicate
ourselves to further efforts to improve the legal profession in the state
and to contribute outstanding graduates to the ranks of analready illustrious
profession.
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SCI3D0L OF PHARMACY
Professor Robert L. Van Home, Dean

AHHUAL REPORT

1960-61
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STATUS AND DEVELOPMENTS
The School of Pharmacy is completing the current academic year with its staff
and faculty intact without any changes in personnel forecast for the next year.
Emphasis this year has been placed on improved service to the practicing members
of the profession, and on bringing up-to-date the content of our curriculum.
Further, the program of orienting and indoctrinating our new students and contacting
Interested high school students has been reviewed. The aid of advanced students
in pharmacy has been very helpful in these contacts on such occasions as Interacholestic and Music Festival visitations by high school contestants.
Budget limitations have prevented the acquisition of certain equipment con
sidered vital to development of some courses, but the general budget has been
adequate in other areas and we have lived within it.
Under separate headings, a review of specific areas of school activity and
personnel achievements is presented.
STUDENT DATA
Student enrollment is at the same level as last year with a total of 128 students
registered in pharmacy in all five years of undergraduate studies. One graduate
student is included in the total.
1260

1st year
2nd year
3rd year

29
bo
20
22
15

bth year
5th year
graduate

1

128
Students have shown considerable interest in promoting the profession by contacting
high school students during their visitation to the caucus during interscholastic
and music week ends. Upper classmen arranged guided tours and showings of films
on careers in pharmacy on these occasions.
A number of scholastic awards and prize: %/ere awarded at the Annual Awards Banquet
and two students are to graduate with hoaors.
FACULTY AND STAFF
No changes have been effected in faculty or staff, with the exception of the
promotion of Dr. Bryan to Professor, and the granting of tenure to Dr. Whiles as
Associate Professor. Circumstances surrounding faculty advancements and salaries
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have been discussed at budget conferences.
Faculty activities are tabulated Individually below:
FACULTY ACTIVITIES
Dr. Bryan has presented a paper on his research results at the annual meeting of
the American Association Colleges of Pharmacy in Chicago in April. In addition,
a series of consultations between senior students in pharmacy and Missoula
physicians has been conducted under his guidance.
Dr. Pettlnafco has served as a member of the Advisory Committee on Rarcotics and

■lcoholisEi to the State Board of Health in Helena and attended several meetings
this year.
In the area of -nublie information on poison control he has prepared and pre
sented a talk on several occasions. He addressed the Silver Bow Pharmaceutical
Association in February on Poison
ntrol. He also spoke to the MiBsoula Lions
Club and to the Jafferson School FIA on the problem of Accidental Poisoning in
the Hone .
He has participated as a member of the Student Health Committee of MSU. In
addition ha has served 0.3 Secrefcary-Treasurer of the Missoula Division State
Pharmaceutical Association. lie is advisor to the Kappa Psi Men’s Pharmaceutical
Fraternity on the MSU campus.
Dr. Roscoe has spoken twice to the Helena district group of the State Pharmaceutical
Association during the year. He has served as treasurer of the Montana State
University Sigma Xi Club and has now been elected to the office of Secretary. He
served as faculty advisor to the Student Branch of the APhA. He also served during
the past year as a coordinator for the Audio-Visual Committee of the American
Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. In addition he participated in the planning
and preparation for Interscholastic activities on the census.
Dr. Malles attended the District 7 & 8 Meeting of the AACP in Lae Vegas in
October and presented a paper at this meeting. In March he attended the Rocky
Mountain Drug Conference in Denver where he held the office of Chairman. In April
he presented a paper at the annual meeting of the AACP in Chicago. He also spoke
to the pre-medical club on the MSU campus on the subject, Fbysician-Pharmacist
Relationships, in May.
Dean Van Horne, during the past year, served as a member of the MSU and Missoula
Medical Association Kidney Research Coeanittee. He presented a talk on Accidental
Poisoning in the Home to the Missoula PTA Council. He is serving now as ViceChairman of the Rocky {fountain Drug Conference. He was on the planning committee
for the Teachers of Pharmacy Seminar on Pharmaceutical Education at the AACP
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meeting in Boulder, Colorado in July, i960. At that meeting he presented a
paper on Achieving Depth in the Specialties - Pharmacognosy . He addressed
the Interim meeting of the State Pharmaceutical Association in Great Palls in
January and also spoke to the convention of the Pharmaceutical Association in
June. He served as representative to the Council on the Conference of Teachers
in the AACP of i960 to 1961. He has lectured to the EOTC students on the
subject of Communism and also talked to the Rotrary Club on this same subject.

FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Dr. Bryan has prepared for publication three papers and one book review in the
past year. These papers are entitled, A Pefibrillatory Substance from
Ptyrexla terebinthiaa, and A sulfate and Magnesium Study With Isolated Rat
Heart . His book review is en ,itled, The Metabolism of Cardiac Glycosides.
(S.E. Wright, Charles Thomas & Co.) His third paper is entitled, "Sulfate flux
in Rabbit Aconitine and Electrically Induced Fibrillation."
Dr. Pettinato has had no publications this year.
Dr. Roscoe has not published this year.
Dr. Whiles has presented two papers for publication. They are, The Pharmacist
as a Consultant: The Responsibility of the Colleges, and A Manometric Method
for the Evaluation of Pharmaceutical Preservatives.
Dean Van Horne had one paper published which is, Achieving Depth in the
Specialties - Pharmacognosy', in the fall issue of the American Journal of
Pharmaceutical Education.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
In the area of public relations the faculty of the School of Pharmacy has pre
sented a seminar to practicing pharmacists on three different occasions in the
state. The first such seminar, which included presentations by all members of
the faculty, was given in Great FAile in November. Tba second was in Missoula,
in January, at the School of Pharmacy; and the third was given at Billings in
March. As a result of these seminars we have considerably improved the under
standing of people in the profession of new developments in pharmacy, and
certainly have increased the cocmunieation between the school and the practicing
pharmacist in the state. It is anticipated that we shall be asked to continue
these seminars from year to year. Obviously, some arrangements must be made
to help finance such extension activities.
Other areas of service to the state and community have involved the distribution
of pamphlets on careers in phazumcy to high school counsellors and students and
the distribution of films for chowing in the schools. We have continued guided
tours in the School of Pharmacy during the Inter-scholastic week-end.
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Another area of ccmtact with the public has been in the presentation of several
talks cm Accidental Poisoning in the Heme.
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Research is conducted continucuoly by the faculty in the School of Pharmacy and
has been supported by local, state, and federal funds. In one area, under-graduate
students with outstanding potential have been enabled to work with Dr. Roscoe
and Dr. Pottlnato in special research allied to these faculty members’ personal
research. The Rational Science Foundation supports this with a snail stipend
for the student sad funds to purchase some supplies and miner equipment items.
The Montana Heart Association has contributed to research activities by Dr. Bryan.
We have also had scne support from the Roche laboratories for a special research
project in the area of Pharmacology.
Dr. Valles has continued a considerable amount of research under a grant awarded
by the Rational Institute of Health.
Finally, several of our faculty aantoers have received snail grants from the MSU
Graduate Council for their research.
CURRICULUM AND LIBRARY
The curriculum in the School of Pharmacy was completely reviewed by the faculty
in 'May 0M 960 and some small changes effected in the new catalog. There is no
inaaediate noed for any oxtencive modifications of the curriculum In the very near
future although continuing reee;.; :h in the areas of new drug developments, drug
assay, and the use of radio-active drugs dictate the necessity of a continuous
review of the curriculum.
A recent study by a research group at Coltafcia University has stated that the
average School of Pharmacy devotes nearly 9&f of its curriculum to technical or
scientific courses and that attention to the liberal arts Is woefully Inadequate .
We feel strongly that our curriculum refutes the indictment in this study as
our present curriculum permits a student to devote more than SB/ft of total
instructional tins to non-professional or liberal arts, and under special
arrangementa which we can mate for particular students, this proportion of time
can bo enlarged even beyond t-iis percentage. This total of non-pi’ofessional
time considerably exceeds the roccraaendaticaj of the Columbia study which
suggested 25# of instructional time being devoted to non-profoeaional or liberal
arts.
The library: There is a continuing need for building up our library acquisitions
and for continuing to increase the number of new periodicals to which we subscribe.
A further need is for a trained science librarian to supervise and manage the
areas of the library of interest to the biological sciences in the university.
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PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
The operation of the prescription pharmacy as an adjunct to the student health
service has continued to be useful and it is expected that the proposed removal
of this sei-vico to the basement of the Student Health Center will further enhance
its value. Arrangements have been made in the budget for continuing this service
during the susaner session under the supervision of a registered pharmacist
instructor. It is expected further that future improvements in the association
with tho Student Health Service will reduce operating costs of the pharmacy and
will Increase the quality and convenience of these services to the student body.
GOALS AHD HEEDS
It is the continuing ambition of the School to steadily up-grade the quality
of teaching and of service. In order to do this roost effectively, funds must
Boon be made available for capital purchases, especially in the area of instrumenta
tion for drug analysis, as well as in the modification of existing space for
particular utilization in research. This must be done if we are to maintain the
quality of our teaching and in order that we may keep abreast of the increasingly
rapid changes in technical developments.
While we have no expectations of any great enlargement in the graduate area, there
Is considerable need for more research space for individual students and for
additional equipment now urgently recommended. Rose of this space could be
provided at a very moderate cost, with matching funds available from federal
sources, by modification of the basement room 5 in the Chaa-Pliarm building. This
would help greatly to reduce the increasing pressure for more research space.
SUMMARY
In suaaary, the past year has been relatively successful with reasonably' adequate
budget and with considerable increases in the services of the school to the
ccranunity as well as to pharmacists throughout the state, fe anticipate that
with proper support this upward trend in all areas will continue. Obviously,
to provide 3ome of the activities desired and considered necessary the earlier
request made for an additional faculty member roust be noted.
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Dean Ellis Waldron
Registration in the Graduate School during the academic year 1960-1961 was
slightly less than the record level of the previous year: Sumner i960, 535
including special institute registrants; Autumn i960, 183; Winter 1961, 217
including School of Aministrative Leadership; Spring 1961, 204. On June
30, 1961, Summer 1961 registration was 500.
The nusfcer of graduate degrees awarded in June, 1961 for the academic year
was 112.
The Dean served as chairman of the Graduate Council and of its Research Com
mittee (see separate reports); and served ex officio on the Curriculum Com
mittee and its Executive Subcommittee; the Scholarship Committee; the Steering
Committee for Curriculum Analysis and its subcommittee for drafting a state
ment of Funcions and Goals of the University; as acting director of the Bur
eau of Government Research; and taught Political Science 203 during the Winter
Quarter, 1961.
The Dean attended sessions of the Northwest Conference of Graduate Deans,
Vancouver, B.C., in October, i960; and of the Western Association of Graduate
Schools at Phoenix, Arizona, in February, 1961. He also participated in a
NSF regional conference on Cooperative Graduate Fellowships in San Francisco
in November, i960.
Two additional NDEA doctoral fellowships were secured in geology for 19611962, and there were ten NDEA doctoral fellows in training during the year:
six in geology, two in zoology and two in microbiology.
Six NSF Cooperative Graduate Fellows were in training during the year— three
in mathematics and one each in botany, zoology and geology.
Sixty-one Graduate assistants served in the departments and schools during
the year.
In March 1961 President Newbura announced his decision as part of an admin
istrative consolidation to designate the Academic Vice President as Dean of
the Graduate School, effective July 1, 1961
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1960-1961

I. ORGANIZATION
Ho departasntal reorganisation vaa made during the 1960-61 school year.
Changes will be necessary flaring the school year 1961-62, when the department
assums custody, accountability, and responsibility for United States property
provided for the Arny ROTC prograa frtm the university.
Personnel changes trade during the years
Captain George V. Sb»11 arrived frota Saufli Arabia in July to replace
Captain Robert J. "huxraa.
it. Col. M. f« noucha arrived fro* the Panama canal zona in Auguet to
replace it. Col. Willis* J. Lewis aa Professor of Military Science and Kspartesast chairman.
Captain D. C. Fax arrived from ?iet Ban in December and asauaad the
position of COtaKwandaut of cadets.
ftgt Milo £• Bishop vaa discharged from the Army in Bay 1961, No replace
ment has been resolved to date.
Mr. oy S. Anderaon probably vill bo relieved of hia position of assistant
property custodian in June 1961.
HMfiMBIV DATA
School year
1958-59
1959-60

1960-61

Basie Course
Oct
Juae

318
333
3&o

2hl
273
217

Advance Course
Oct
Juae
61
55
56

55
50
52

Totals
Oct
June
379

388
396

296
323
269

thirteen A n y BK83 cadets were neaalsatanart aa Second Lieutenants during
the rn— inrninsnt exercises on 5 June. Of this nuabcr, two were cowAaaionad
in the Regular Arty and eleven in the Aray hesorve.
Tea other senior cadets completed their imc studies but will not be
t— llsred eosadsslons until completion of their academic studies.
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